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CONTIGUITY AND LAN-PROPERTY 
OF SEQUENCES OF POISSON PROCESSES 
F R I E D R I C H L I E S E AND U D O L O R Z 
Using the concept of Hellinger integrals, necessary and sufficient conditions are estab-
lished for the contiguity of two sequences of distributions of Poisson point processes with 
an arbitrary state space. 
The distribution of logarithm of the likelihood ratio is shown to be infinitely divisible. 
The canonical measure is expressed in terms of the intensity measures. Necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the LAN-property are formulated in terms of the corresponding 
intensity measures. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of local asymptot ic normality (LAN) of families of distributions Q n ,h , 
h G Hn C Mk goes back to LeCam [7] and proved to be fruitful in asymptot ic statis-
tics. The LAN-condition means tha t In d Q * admits an approximate linearization 
(Zn,h) — \\\h\\
2 so tha t the central sequence Zn is asymptotically sufficient and 
asymptotic inference may be based on Zn. In this paper we study distributions 
^An,tf, i? G O C Mk of Poisson processes <$n with intensity measures An^. We intro-
duce a local parameter h by sett ing finth = Antd0+Anh where An —• 0 is a sequence 
of k x k matrices and denote by Qnth the distribution of a Poisson process with 
intensity measure /in,/i-
A first step for proving the LAN-condition is to study the problem under which 
conditions FAi is absolutely continuous w . r . t . P\2 (-PAI <C ^ A 2 ) - This problem was 
solved in Brown [1] and in Liese [8]. 
The concept of contiguity is a natural generalization of the absolute continuity 
to sequences and, in view of first Lemma of LeCam, is automatically fulfilled if the 
LAN-condition holds. In this paper we give necessary and sufficient conditions for 
the contiguity of sequences of distributions of Poisson processes and ask for further 
conditions which imply the LAN-property. For this purpose we use the fact tha t the 
distribution of In d p
A l is infinitely divisible and calculate the canonical measure . The 
application of convergence criteria for infinitely divisible distributions leads to limit 
theorems for fin p ^
1 , n — an) b'
1. The representation of In jp^- in Karr [4] works 
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only for finite A,-. Therefore in this paper we assume contiguity and approximate 
dON 
Qn,h by an accompanying sequence Q^h so that In "^ has a representation as an 
L2-integral w. r. t. $ n - /in>0 and it holds | | Q ^ A - Qn,h || " - ^ 0 for every sequence 
N(n) —• oo. 
dON 
A next step is a suitable linearization of In dQ
n,h using the concept of L2-differen-
tiability with respect to a sequence L~n.o- The derivative is then a sequence ln and 
the local sequence Zn is a stochastic integral of ln w.r . t . $ n — /in.rj. Using this 
approach in conjunction with the limit theorems for the logarithm of the likelihood 
ratios we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for the LAN-property if the L2-
differentiability is fulfilled. Conditions for the LAN-property for Poisson processes 
were already established in Kutoyants [5] for Poisson processes in the real line and 
in Lorz [12] for Poisson processes with arbitrary state space. But the systematic 
use of the concept of contiguity, which is necessary for LAN, and the application 
of L2-differentiabillity simplify the situation considerably and lead to necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the LAN-property. We will show that an i . i .d . sequence 
of Poisson point processes satisfies the LAN-condition if the family of correspond-
ing intensity measures is L2-differentiable. Examples for models which have the 
LAN-property can be found in Kutoyants [5] and [6], where the theory of statistics 
of Poisson point processes was systematically developed. The applicability of this 
theory and of the LAN-concept is demonstrated in Kutoyants [5] and [6] on many 
concrete problems. 
2. DISTRIBUTION OF THE LOGARITHM OF THE LIKELIHOOD RATIO 
OF POISSON PROCESSES 
To prepare for the main result of this chapter, we first use the concept of Hellinger 
integral to formulate and prove conditions for the absolute continuity of distributions 
of Poisson processes. 
Let /ii,/i2 be cr-finite measures on the measurable space (fi, J7). Let fi be any 
cr-finite dominating measure and denote by p\ and p2 the respective densities of /ii 
and /i2 w. r. t. /i. Set for 0 < s < 1 
- M ^ I . M ) = p[pl"sdfi and 
Mnufr) = / {spl+(\-s)p2-p\p\~
s) d/i. 
If fi\ and /i2 are probability measures then 
( 2 j . ^ l l / i 2 ) )
i = (2(1-H^1>fi2))y 
= ( / ( V ^ T - V P - ) 2 ^ ) 2 
is the well-known Hellinger distance of /.i and fi2. Let f^j, j = 1 , . . . , n, i = 1,2 be 
<r-finite measures on (Qj,Fj) and denote by ftltl x • • • x fi1>n and /.2,i x • • • x /i2,n 
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the corresponding product measures. Then it is easily seen that 
n 
Hs(filtl X . . X /i1,n,/i2A X ••• X L/2|n) = J } Hs (fiij, / i 2 j ) . (2.1) 
i = i 
Introduce the families of convex functions fs and gs by 
fs(x) = - x
5 , 0 < S < 1, x > 0 
gs(x) = 5X + ( l - 5 ) - X
5 , 0 < 5 < 1 , x > 0. 
Using the convention fs (^) 0 = gs (^) 0 = 0 we see that 
-H 3 ( / i i , / i 2 ) = / / , l — )p2dfi and 
Js(Hi,H2) = J gsl^-)p2dfi . 
Consequently, both —Ha and J5 are special /-divergences in the sense of Csiszar [2]. 
As we will show later the behaviour of Hs and Js as s f 1 and 5 [ 0 is closely related 
to the question whether P < Q and Q «C P , respectively. We set 
<7o(x) = lim = x—1 — lnx and 
°gi(x) = l i m ? - ^ = x l n x - x + l (2.2) 
«T1 1 — s 
and use the conventions gi (^) 0 = lim^o gi ( f) / if a > 0 and gi (^) 0 = 0. Note 
that gi(x) > 0. The function 
f(x) = s(\ - s ) ( x l n x - x + 1) - (sx + (l - s) - x 5 ) 
has the following properties: 
/ ( l ) = / ' ( l ) = 0, / " (x ) = ,(1 - s) (-x>-2 + 1 ) . 
Hence 
? ^ < x l n x - x + l if K x < o o . (2.3) 
1 — s ~~ "" 
Now we list further properties of the family gs used in the sequel. For ^ < s < 1 
put a = JJ and note that x-* = (x 5 ) a l1_"a < otxs + 1 — 5. Hence gi(x) > jjgs(x) 
and similar 2(1 — s)g_(x) < gs(x). Consequently 
2(1 - s)gi_(x) < ga(x) < 2sg±(x)y i < s < 1, x > 0. (2.4) 
Set h(x) = 4«(1 - s)g±(x) - g8(x). Then h(l) = h'(l) = 0 and 
/i , ,(x) = 5 ( l - 5 ) ( x - ^ - x
5 - 2 ) > 0 
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for 0 < x < 1. Hence h(x) > 0 and 
< 7 , ( x ) < 4 5 ( l - s ) 5 i ( x ) ) 1 < * < 1 , 0 < a r < l . (2.5) 
Set 
Ii(lii,fi_) = J 9i (—Jp2d/x. 
Note that I_(fix,n_) = Io(/*2,Ati)- If A-« = It, i = 1,2 are probability measures then 
= /ŕ-l--ì 
J VP2 P2 / 
h(Pi,P2)= / --Mn--- dE: 2 
is the well-known Kullback-Leibler information. As the convergence in (2.2) is 
uniform on ^ < x < IV for every fixed IV and g8 > 0 we get 
*T1 1~s -J{i,<%<»} W 
The monotone convergence Theorem and g \ > 0 yield 
l iTT i
n f :n^^/^(S)P 2 d / x = 7 i ( / i i ' / / 2 )- (26) 
The converse inequality is trivially fulfilled if I(/ii,/i2) = oo. If I(/ii,/i2) < °° and 
J 1.(1*1,1*2) < 00 then by (2.3), (2.5) and the Lebesgue Theorem 
5ff%r1 = 71^'^- (2J) 
We have for probability measures Ei, P2 
J,(Pi,P2) = l-Hs(Pi,P_)<oo. 
Consequently, 
l i { , ' - ^ W - ^ = J , W , f t ) (2.8) 
independent whether h(Pi,P2) < oo or Ii(-Pi,-P2) = oo. Assume hiPi.Pi) < oo 
then 
MЛ.E^/^n^dЛ 
and by Jensen's inequality 
™ = /(SУ-WGsГ-" 
= jexpl-íl-вJln^ldP^expMl-íUiíЛ.ft)} 
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or 
H,(Pu P2) > exp {-(1 - s)h(Pi,P2)} . (2.9) 
We now summarize the properties of /-divergences which will be systematically used 
in the sequel. For proofs we refer to Liese, Vajda [10] and Vajda [17]. 
Denote by 1 the family of all sub-r/-algebras A of T and note that J is a directed 
set by the inclusion, i .e . A\ < A2 iff,4i is a sub-o~-algebra A2- Denote by l*i}Aj the 
restriction of / i , to .4 j . Then by the monotonicity off-divergences (Theorem 1.24 
in Liese, Vajda [10]) 
Hs(^itAi^2tAi) > Hs(mtA21fi2,A2) and (2.10) 
Js(l*ltAi,l*2,Ai) < Js bj>l,A2,V2,A2). (2.11) 
Every function cp : X —• [—00,00] is a Moor-Smith sequence (net). We denote by 
lim^GT <P('^) it>s limit, provided the limit exists. Let lo Cl be any directed subset 
of I and denote by cr(I0) the cr-algebra generated by all A & To. Suppose \iitA is 
cr-finite for every A £ 2*0- Then by Theorem 9.15 in Vajda [17] 
J e i o J'^hAt^A) = Js (/ii ,<ro) ,/i2>a(Jo)) • (2.12) 
If for some Ao 6 In, H8 (v>i}A0i ^2%AQ) < 00 then 
K™OHS(HI,A,V2}A) = Hs (/il,^(J0),/i2,a(Jo)) • ( 213 ) 
The statements (2.12) and (2.13) were shown in Vajda [17] only for probability mea-
sures. But the generalizations in (2.12) and (2.13), respectively, are straightforward. 
Denote by \x\ = /ii>a + /ii)5l- the Lebesgue decomposition of fi\ into the part fi\tG 
being absolutely continuous w . r . t . / i2 and fi\tSi which is singular w .r . t . / i2 . Note 
that /i-a. e. 
IjT = P l / { P 2 > 0 > 
-AiT = M P 2 = O ) , 
where I A denotes the indicator function of the set A. Inequality (2.4) yields 
sx + (l-s)y-x3y1-' <(V^-y/yf (2.14) 
for every 0 < x,y < oo. Suppose Ji.(fii,fi2) < oo. Then by the Lebesgue Theorem 
\imJs(m,n2) = / I{P2=o}Pi dfi (2.15) 
*\i J 
= piAty-
If both Hi and /.2 are finite then 
/ ( V ^ T - V P - ) 2 ^ < / i V f r - V ^ l k / f r + V P - l d / i (2.16) 
= I IP1-P2I d/i<oo 
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anc 
limH .( / i i , / i2) = /ii(fi) - l imJ_(/ i i , / i2) (2.17) 
*T1 *U 
= /*i,a(n)-
Moreover, if / / i , t i2 are any cr-finite measures then the definition of H5 yields that 
H\ and /i2 are mutually singular (fi\ 1_ /i2) iff 
II±(/il,/i2) = 0 
which is equivalent to 
Hsbix,112) = 0 for every 0 < 5 < 1. (2.18) 
Suppose now that ( # , .4) is a measurable space which will serve as the state space of 
Poisson processes. Denote by M the set of all measures ip on (X,A) taking values in 
{ 0 , 1 , . . . , oo}. For every B G j l w e introduce the mapping ZB : M —• {0 , . . . , co} by 
Zs(<p) = <p(B). Given z C i w e denote by Mz the cr-algebra of subsets generated 
by the mappings ZB : M —• { 0 , 1 , . . . , oo}, B £ z. Instead of MA we shortly 
write M . By a point process we shall mean a random variable $ defined on some 
probability space which takes values in (M, Ai). 
Let A be a cr-finite measure on (X,A). A point process $ is called a Poisson 
process with intensity measure A if for every z — {B\,... ,Bn} with B{ f) Bj =0 , i^ 
j> Bi E A the random variables $(B\),.. . ,<I>(Bn) are independent and for every 
B E A with A(B) < oo the random variable $(B) has a Poisson distribution with 
parameter A(5), i.e. 
P(*(B) = k) = 7TA(B)(*) 
- _ _ _ _ ) _ , - A ( B ) 
*! 
The existence of Poisson process with arbitrary state space and cr-finite intensity 
measure was shown in Mecke [14]. 
Suppose now Ai,A2 are cr-finite measures on (X,A). Denote by v a cr-finite 
dominating measure. Let TZ C A be the ring of all sets B E A for which 
Ai(B) < oo, i = 1, 2, */(£) < co. 
Let Z be the collection of all finite selections of disjoint subsets from 71. For z\,Z2 E 
Z we write z\ < z2 if every 5 E ^i is the union of some sets from z2 . Note that 
z E 2 is not necessarily a decomposition of X, i.e. it may happen that UBe* ^ 1S 
a strict subset of X. We note that ( 2 , <) is a directed set. Define 
.Ai(Д) . , , _ ,ч__(__ _ fЛitДЛ' l____Л 
вi/(B) + u '4(5) U(B)1 U(B)/ 
1 - 5 
J.,*(Ai,A2)=5_ 
£ 6 2 L 
A simple calculation shows that 
H, (a-A., *A2) = exp {- (*Ax + (1 - s)A2 - AJ A*- ) } . 
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Hence by (2.1) 
H, (P\ltMz,PA.2,Mz) — j»,Z(Al,A2). 
Set I 0 = {Mz, ze Z} and apply (2.12), (2.13) to get 
Hs (PA,, PA,) = exp {-J,(M, A2)} . (2.19) 
Put A, = ^ - . By (2.18) we see that PA l J. PAz iff for the Hellinger distance 
(2Ji(A1, A2))* = (J (x/AT- \A7)
2 du) 2 = 
Conversely, if Ji(Ai, A2) < oo then by (2.15) 
0 0 . 
limH. (EAl,EA2) = expí -Ax, . , -^ )} . (2.20) 
Otherwise, (2.17) implies 
l imi/ . (FA l )EA 2 ) = EAlla(M) . 
Sjl 
Hence P\x <C PA2 iff Ai <C A2 and Ji(Ai, A2) < oo. 
Summarizing the above results we get the following statement which can already 
be found for special cases in Brown [1] and Liese [8]. 
Proposi t ion 1. Let P A 1 5 P A 2 be distributions of Poisson processes. It holds 
«/i(Ai, A2) = oo 
iff PA l 1 PA2- It holds P A l < PA2 iff AI < A2 and Ji(Ai,A2) < oo. 
The concept of contiguous sequences plays a key role in the asymptotic deci-
sion theory. It is in some sense a generalization of the concept of absolute con-
tinuity. To be more precise we suppose that {Pn} ,{Qn} are sequences of distri-
butions on (Qn)Tn). Then {Pn} is called contiguous w.r . t . {Qn} ({Pn} < {Qn}) if 
Qn(An)
 n^? 0 implies Pn(An)
 n^? 0, An G Tn. If {Pn}<{Qn} and {Qn}<{Pn} 
then we write {Pn} < >{Qn}. Assume now P\ln, P\2tn are distributions of Poisson 
point processes with state space (Xn)An). 
Theorem 1. The following statements are equivalent 
{EA lpn}<{EA2,n} (2.21) 
l imin f l imin f / I , (P A l „ ,P A 2 i J = 1 (2.22) 
j1T n—*-oo 
l imsuplimsupJ s(Ai j n , A2,n) = 0 (2.23) 
s | 1 n—•oo 
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limsup J i (Ai > n ,A 2 j n ) < oo (2.24) 
n—•oo 
lim Ai,n,,,(.*„) = 0 and 
n—^00 
limsup limsup / ( v ^ n - l ) dA2>n = 0. 
IV—oo n —oo J{An>IV}
 V ' 
where An is the density of Ai,n,a w.r.t . A2 > n. 
Corollary 1. If 




P r o o f . In view of Liese [9] and Jacod, Shiryaev [3] it holds for any sequences of 
distributions 
{Pn}<{Qn} <=> l iminfliminfH 5 (P n ,Qn) = 1 
51T n—^00 
which implies the equivalence of (2.21) and (2.22). The equivalence of (2.22) and 
(2.23) follows from the representation of Hs (PA^PAQ) in (2.19). Hence it remains 
to prove the equivalence of (2.23) and (2.24). Note that gs(x) g^
l(x) is a continuous 
2 
function of (s) x) which is uniformly continuous in | < s < 1, 0 < x < N. Hence 
^ / x 9s(x) 
CN(s) = max — ) - r 
v ' o<x<Lv gi.(x) 
is also continuous. Therefore 
gs(x)<CN(s)gi(x) (2.25) 
and 
limOjv(s) = Oлr(l) = 0. 
Note that 
«/5(Ai,n,A2,n) = / 5r5(An)dA2,n + s A i | r i | 5 t ( ^ n ) . 
Applying the inequality (2.25) we get 
•7.(Ai.n,A2|n) < / CN(s)g±(\n)dA2|n+/ gi.(K)dA2tn+sAitntSi(Xn). 
J{An</v} J{\n>N)
 2 
Assume the conditions in (2.24) are fulfilled. Taking at first n —• oo then s | 1 and 
finally TV -* oo we get (2.23). To prove (2.23) =-> (2.24) we note by (2.4) 
limsup J i (Ai > n , A2,n) = oo 
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iff 
limsupJ5(Ai>n, A2>n) = oo 
n—•oo 
for every | < s < 1. Therefore (2.23) implies the first condition in (2.24). The second 
condition follows from J5(Aifn, A2>n) > sAitTltSi(Xn) which is a direct consequence 
of the definition of Js. It holds lim,|i gs(x) = 0 for every fixed x. But since 
.. -?*(*) 1 
hm - * — in — , 
r-*°° gs(x) 2s 
we find for every ^ < s < 1 some N(s) —• oo such that 
g\(x) < Ags(x) for N(s) < x < oo. 
Put 
A(N) = limsup / (\/K- I ) ' dA2,n 
n —oo J{\n>N}
 V ' 
and notice that -4(./V) is nonincreasing. Hence 
lim A(N) = limsupA(N(s)) 
N-+oo 5 | 1 
< 4 limsup limsup / ^(A n )dA 2 ) n 
S]l n-oo J{\n>N(s)} 
< 4 limsup limsup J5(Aijn,A2jfl) = 0 
5 | 1 n—>oo 
which proves the third statement in (2.24). • 
The proof of the Corollary follows from (2.23) and inequality (2.9). 
Now we will study the distribution of the logarithm of the likelihood ratio In 3 ^ - . 
In contrary to other papers we do not assume that Ai(X) < 00. But if the last 
condition is violated then the representation of In ̂ ^ in Karr [4] is not applicable. 
Therefore we employ the representation (2.19) of the Hellinger integral which is the 
moment generating function of In d p
A l to get the characteristic function. To derive 
the characteristic function of the logarithm of likelihood ratio we suppose PAi ~P\2 
(^AxC-^Aa and PA 2<C-PAI) which is equivalent to A i ~ A 2 and Ji(Ai,A2)<oo by 
Theorem 1. Note that in this case both 
V(z) = / e x p j z l n ^ } dP A , (2.26) 
and 
rP(z) = f (zAi + (1 - z)X2 - X\X\-
2) Au 
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are well defined for 0 < Re(z) < 1, which follows from the inequalities 




+ ( l - 2 ) - A ^ | < O ( í ) ( \ / A - l ) ' 
(2.27) 
(2.28) 
where A = ^ , C(t) is some constant and z = s + it. Note that both (p and ^ a-*e 
analytic functions in the stripe 0 < Re(z) < 1. The uniqueness theorem for analytic 
functions and (p(s) = exp{—*P(s)} (see (2.19)) imply that 
<p(z) = exp{-ф(z)} (2.29) 
for every 0 < Re(z) < 1. r every u <̂  neyz) <.. i . 
Given two real or complex valued functions /, g on the real line we write | / | ^ \g\ 
if there is some constant c such that 
\f(x)\ < c\g(x)\ 
for every x E R\. Using this notation we remark that for every fixed t £ Hi 
eltx - 1 - i t 
1 + я 2 
< x 2 / [ _ 1 ) 1 ] ( x ) + | x | / j R l \ [ _ l t l ] ( x ) 




• - ' - Ï T P И ' " - 1 ) 1 (2.31) 
J i ( A 1 ) A 2 ) = i | ( e 5 ' ^ - l )
2 d A 
Consequently, if Ii(Ai, A2) < 00 then the integrals 
1A 
and 
a = /(ьет + 1 - л ) d Л 
J{e l l + ( lnA)-J d Л 
(2.32) 
are well defined. 
Let K(t} x) be the kernel 
••) = ('"'-'-T^)1^ K(t 
K(t,x) = - - j , 
— , x # 0 
x = 0. 
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Introduce a measure K by 
K(B) = / l + ( l n V 7 B N { ° } ^ A) dA2' (2'33) 
Note that J i(Ai,A 2) = \J(V\ - l )
2 dA2 < oo and 
(lnA)2 - (VX lY 
l + ( l n A ) 2 " l V A l) 
imply that K is finite. Assume 0 < s < 1 and a > 1 such that as < 1 then 
/(£;)'"-•-
Hence ( g p ^ ) , 0 < s < ^, is uniformly integrable and (2.27) implies 
HO ^S + *') = J CXP {*' ln dP^" J dpAa' 
Moreover, (2.28) and the Lebesgue Theorem yield 
limt/>(s + «0 = / (HX + (1 - if) - A") dA2. 
Consequently by (2.29) 
EPA2 exp / f t In ^ - j = exp / - J (itX + (1 - ft) - e
i t lnA) d A 2 | . (2.34) 
The representation of the characteristic function of ln^p^- in (2.34) yields 
EPA2 exp I it ln — — \ = exp I ita + / K(t, x) K(dx) I . 
Recall that the characteristic function (p(t) of every infinitely divisible distribution 
Q on the real line 1R\ has the representation 
(p(t) = exp < iat + I K(ty x) /c(dx) > 
where K is a finite measure and the characteristic pair (a, K) is uniquely determined. 
Thus we get the following statement. 
Proposition 2. If PAI ~ P\2 then the distribution of ln gp-̂ - (w.r.t. P\2) is 
infinitely divisible with the characteristic pair (a, K) where a is defined in (2.32) and 
K is given by (2.33). 
We recall to the following well-known criteria for the weak convergence, denoted 
by =>, of infinitely divisible distributions (see Petrov [15]). 
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Proposition 3. If Q, Qi, Q 2 , . . . are infinitely divisible distributions with charac­
teristic pairs (a, /c), (a i , /ci), ( a 2 ) /c 2 ), . . . then 
Qn = > Q, аs n —* oo 
ifF 
<*n a,rw к, аs n —• oo. 
Denote by 1V(/i.a-2) the normal distribution with mean /i and variance cr2 > 0, 
where IV(/i,0) = 6^ is the ^-distribution concentrated at the point /i. Note that 
IV(/i, cr2) has the characteristic pair a = /i, /c = cr2<S0. 
Furthermore, if the infinitely divisible r.v. X has the characteristic pair (<*,ft) 
then obviously Y = ----=•--, 6 ^ 0 has the characteristic pair (a, /c) where 
5 = a-^-y(A'(^)-K(<^))K(dx) (2.35) 
K(B) = JIB(J\ <dt). (2.36) 
Suppose now P\itn} i— 1,2 are distributions of Poisson processes with state spaces 
(^ n , .4 n ) and assume P\ln ~ P\2tn for every n. Set 
r ,
 d ^Ai,n x d A i > n 
Ln = In-77; > An = d P Л 2 , n dЛ 2 | П 
and 
C?n=£ 
Ln ~~ an 
Eл.,n : = Eл: 
(Ln- an\ 
- 1 
T h e o r e m 2. If an and 6n are real numbers with bn ^ 0 and the condition P\itTI 
P\2 n is fulfilled then 
Qn => N(fi}a
2) 
a s n - > oo, iff 
r i í ^n ~ 1 - hiAn an 
l i m / 1 , n \ \2 d A 2 , n - T " n^oo[J l + (lnAn)
2 6n 
(2.37) 
- / ( 
(lnЛ„)2 '«M-^^JriŤčtp^ = V-
1 f (lnЛ„)2 J Л 
І 1 1 П 1 7 / 1 i П \ 42 d Л - > " "-°°f>2 J l + (lnЛ„)2 
1 f (lnЛ„)2 J A 
І 1 I П І2" / 1 • П \ 42 d Л г . " 






for every £ > 0. 
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Proof. Let (anyKn) be the characteristic pair of
 L"~Q" - By (2.36) the conditions 
(2.38), (2.39) are equivalent to the weak convergence of the measures Kn to (T26Q. In 
view of (2.35) the condition (2.37) is nothing else than an —• /i. • 
For infinitely divisible distribution with finite second moments both the rep-
resentation of the characteristic function and corresponding limit theorem can be 
simplified. If Q is an infinitely divisible distribution with 
/ eiix Q(dx) = exp j iat + I K(t, x) K(dt) \ 
then 
/ * ' ' 
Q(dx) < oo <í=> 
/ • • 
к(dx) < c 
CЄ the keгnel L by 
L(ł, x) = 




L(t, x) = 1 2 
-2< 





f eitx Q(dx) = exp liat+ f L(t, x) fi(dx)\ (2.41) 
fi(B) = f(l + x2)K(dx) (2.42) 
JB 
(3 = a+ f xK(dx). (2 AS) 
If PA, ~ P\2 ^hen by the definition of K in (2.33) and relation (2.40) 
Ep^VnW) < o c ^ ^ Jx2K(dx)<^ 
<=> /(lnA)2dA2 < cc. 
Under this condition we obtain from (2.34) 
BPA2exp{.*^} = e x p { | ( e ' " " * - . t ( A - l ) - l ) d A 2 } 
= exp < ita + L(t, x) /i(dx) > 
a = /(lnA-A + l)dA2 (2.44) 
tx(B) = y(lnA)2/B\ {o}(lnA)dA2 (2.45) 
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and X = ^ . Now we are ready to formulate a limit theorem for the distribution of 
the logarithm of the likelihood ratio of distributions of Poisson processes with the 
second moments finite. Note that the relations (2.44) and (2.45) yield 
EpA>lnIi\ = / ( l n A " A + 1 ) d A 2 (2-46) 
VPA,(ln^) = /(lnA)
2dA2. (2.47) 
Theorem 3. Suppose P\l<n ~ P\2<t and 
bl = / ( l n A n )




for every e > 0. 




{ | 1 П A П | > E } 
P r o o f . The proof follows from the fact that infinitely divisible distributions with 
characteristic pairs (/?n,/in) and variance 1 converge weakly to a standard normal 




Then by (2.46) we have /3n = 0. In view of (2.45) and (2.47), the relation (2.49) is 
equivalent to /in => <5o, n —* oo which completes the proof. ---
R e m a r k 1. If F n denotes the distribution function of
 L \ a j i under P\2>n and $ is 
the standard normal distribution function then Theorem 3 states that Fn(x) — • 
3>(x) for every x. As $ is continuous it follows that A n ---sup^ \Fn(x) — F(x)\ — • 0. 
Under weak additional assumptions one can establish upper bounds for A n in terms 
of a n , 6 n and A l ) f l. These bounds correspond to the Berry-Esseen inequality for 
normalized sums of i. i. d. random variables. For details we refer to Lorz and Heinrich 
[13]. Here one can also find an Edgeworth expansion for Fn. 
In special situations it may happen that the distribution of the logarithm of 
likelihood ratio converges in distribution without linear transformations, i. e. an = 0, 
6n — 1. Such situations are met in localized models which will be studied in the next 
chapter. It turns out that in this case the expectation \i in the normal distribution 
We have 
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in Theorem 2 must take on a special value. To be more precise we suppose that for 
Ln = In ̂ ^ holds 
£ ( L n | P A 2 i J => 1V(/i,(7
2). (2.50) 
Then by the first Lemma of LeCam (see Strasser [16]) the sequence {-P/\ln} is 
contiguous w.r . t . {P\2n} iff 
JeyN(fi,^)(dy) = l. (2.51) 
Jey N(v,cr*)(dy) = J -jL-ey-
1*^ dy = exp j / i + i<r2} . 
Hence (2.50) implies /! = —\(T2. NOW we formulate a limit theorem for Ln for 
contiguous sequences. 
Theorem 4. If -PA1|n ~ P\2tn for every n then 
£(£n|EA 2 .„) => N(-\CT\CT^) (2.52) 
iff 
{EA.,„}<>{EA3 .„} (2.53) 
/ l T T O d A - - °2 and (2M) 
i^}TTO
dA- ^ ° (255) 
for every e > 0. 
P r o o f . Suppose that (2.52) is fulfilled. Then {PA 1 J U } < D> {-%,,.} follows from 
the first Lemma of LeCam. The conditions (2.54) and (2.55) follow from (2.38) 
and (2.39), respectively, in Theorem 2. Conversely, assume (2.53), (2.54), (2.55) are 
fulfilled. Then Theorem 2 yields that 
lim limsup / (y/)^- l ) dA2,n - 0. (2.56) 
/V-oo n _ o o J{Xn>N}
 v ' 
We have from (2.55) and (2.56) 
J{|inAn|>,} l + (lnAn)
2 
for every e > 0. As l im x_i ^ ^ " l a * = \ we obtain from (2.54) and (2.57) that 
M n A n - A n + l a
2 
l i m / i , n \ \2 d A 2 > " = ~ T 
n _ o o j l + (lnAn)
2 2 
Hence (2.37) in Theorem 2 is fulfilled and the proof is complete. • 
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3. LOCAL ASYMPTOTIC NORMALITY OF DISTRIBUTIONS OF 
POISSON PROCESSES 
Suppose PA is the distribution of a Poisson point process with state space (X,A) 
and cr-finite intensity measure A. If /;- = Y^=i
 a»,i^A., a r e s t eP functions with 
A(A{j) < oo then for 
Y{fj) = J fjd{<p-A):= J fjd<p- J fidA 
it holds 
EPAY(h)Y(f2) = J hf2 dA. (3.1) 




The relation (3.1) shows that Y(fn) is a Cauchy sequence in L2(P\) which converges 
to some element which will be denoted again by Y(f) or by 
/ 
/ d f ø - Л ) . 
Note that by construction (3.1) holds for every / i , f2 G 12(A). By approximation 
of / 6 L2 (A) by step functions one can see that 
EPA exp {isY(f)} = exp U (e'I* - 1 - ,'/*) A ( d * ) | (3.2) 
= exp S^J L(f,s)I{fjt0](s)f(s), A(ds)} . 
Hence Y(/) = / / d(<p — A) is infinitely divisible with characteristic pair 
(/?,/*) = (o,Jl.n{f^o}(s)f
2(s)A(ds)^ (3.3) 
Assume now that $1 and $2 are Poisson point processes with finite intensity mea­
sures Ai and A2, respectively, which are assumed to be equivalent. Then by inequal­
ity (2.16) and Proposition 1 we have P\x ~ P\2. Set A = j}*-. Due to Karr [4] the 
density jpr1- admits the following representation 
d P A l {fp) = exp ( / i n A d p - A i ( * ) + A2(X)\ . (3.4) 
dPj 
For any fixed B G A we denote by MB the a-algebra of subsets of M generated 
by the mappings ZA(H>) = <p(A), A C By A G A. Let P^, i = 1,2 be equivalent 
distributions of Poisson point processes with (7-finite intensity measure A,-. Denote 
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by PB.A. the restriction of PAt to MB- Then by (3.4) for every B with A,(-9)<co, 
i = 1,2 
^ ^ - ( ^ ) = exp ( / In A dp - Ai(5) + A 2 (B) \ . (3.5) 
dPB,A2 [JB ) 
Assume now PA l ~ p A a and choose Bi C B2 C ... C X, Bi e A such that 
U ~ i Bi = X. Then M B l C MB2 C . . . and M = <r ( i X i A 4 B J . Hence g ^ 
is an {A4£n}-martingale which converges to -jp^- in Li (PA2) and PA2-a.s. Conse-
quently, 
l i m / l ^ ( ^ ) - « p ( / lnAd^-Ai(J3n) + A2(5n)l PA2(d^) = 0. (3.6) 
n-oof |dPA2 [JBn J I 
Assume now /(In A)2 dA2 < oo and f(X - 1 - In A) dA2 < oo. Then 
/ l n A d ^ - A i ( 5 n ) + A 2 ( £ n ) = / (In X)d(cp - A2) - / ( A - l - l n A ) d A 2 
JBn JBn JBn 
converges in the sense of L2(PA2) to / ( In A) d(<p — A2) - f(X - 1 - In A) dA2. From 
the represention (3.6) we get 
jj^(<P) = exp | y ( I n A) d(y> - A2) - / ( A - 1 - In A) dA 2} . (3.7) 
Now we turn to the concept of local asymptotic normality of families of distributions 
of Poisson processes. To be more precise, we suppose that (Xi)A{)) i = 1,2,... are 
measurable spaces which play the role of state spaces. Introduce (Mi,Mi) in the 
same way as (M, M). Suppose 0 C jR* where Mk is the fc-dimensional Euclidean 
space. Assume that the interior 0° of 0 is nonempty and At-it>, i ) E 0 are cr-finite 
measures on (Xi,Ai). We suppose also that 
P\i%*x ~ PA^2 (3.8) 
for every i = 1, 2 , . . . , t?i, d2 G 0 . For a k x ^-matrix A = (<t>ij)i<ij<k we define the 
norm 
/ n 
Now fix d0 G 0° and a sequence An of k x fc-matrices with ||-4n||
 n—• 0. Introduce 
the local parameter h in the following way 
Qnth := P^d . (3.9) 
where finjh = Ani<>0+Anh, h e Hn = {h : t/0 + -4n/i G 0 } . The family (Qn}h)h£Hn is 
called locally asymptotically normal if there is a sequence of r. v. Zn : (Mn , .Mn) —• 
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(lRk,Bk) called central sequence, such that the following expansion of the logarithm 
of the likelihood ratio holds 
lnAQnA = { Z n h ) m 2 + R n ( 3 1 0 ) 
<iVn,0 
where 
C(Zn\QntO)=>N(0,I) a s n - > o o (3.11) 
and 
Rn n - z ^ 0 Qn>0-stochau5tically. (3.12) 
I is the fc-dimensional unit matrix. 
R e m a r k 2. The notion of local asymptotic normality (LAN) goes back to LeCam [7]. 
We refer to Strasser [16] p. 408 for further historical remarks. 
Set 
An,л = ^ 
dQn.h 
, _ d/in>#H 
* th — ~\ 
dfint0 
Lnth = ln 
dQn,o 
First of all we present such necessary conditions for the LAN-property do not using 
the special structure of the central sequence. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4. If (Qnth)heHn from (3.9) has the LAN-property then 
{Qnth} < >{Qnt0} (3.13) 
/ (lnA n,/i) , n—>oo n / 0 1 A 
W,>„i+('»v^d""'° - ° (314) 
/ ! $ & < " • ' - «*"*• < 3 1 5 > 
P r o o f . The LAN-property implies that 
C(LntQ\Qnio) => N (^\\\h\\\\\hfy 
The application of Theorem 4 yields (3.13), (3.14) and (3.15). • 
To prepare the next Theorem we need a suitable approximation of the likelihood 
ratio. For every N = 1,2,... we denote by Q„h the distribution of a Poisson process 
with intensity measure 
Anth(
B) = / (An,/i/{|lnAn,fc|</V}+/{|lnAn,n|>/V}) d/in |o. 
JB 
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Lemma 1 . If {Qn,h} < >{Qn,o) then 
\dQn,h dQ»h I dQn<o<a(n,N) dQ n | 0 dQ n | 0 
where a(ny N(n)) —• 0 for every sequence N(n) —• oo as n —• oo. 
Proof. We use the well-known inequality (see Strasser [16]) for the variational 
distance \\PX - P2\\ 
ЦЛ-T2І| = | 
IdEi dT2 
\dQ dQ 
dQ < 2 ( l - / I | ( P 1 ) P 2 ) )
5 
< [8(l-H,(PuP2))]\ 
By the definition of Q%h and (2.19) 
Set 
Hi(Qn,h,Q^h) = exp\-l í ( л Д . 7 - 1 )
2 dAi„,oi 
6 i ( n , . V ) = - / í v ^ V л - 1 ) d/-n.o 
2 j { l n A „ l ř l > Л ľ }
 V ' 
(3.16) 
and note that 6i(n, N) is nonincreasing in IV. Hence for every IV(n) —• oo, n —» oo 
by Theorem 1 and {Qnth} < {Qn,o} 
limsup6i(n, N(n)) < limsuplimsup6i(n,IV) = 0. 
n—>oo N-+00 n—•oo 
Analogously, for 
b2(n,N) = - / (yД^-l) d/in,c 
- •/{- lnA, , ŕ N >Л'}
 v ' 
= ï/ fl/?-1)2^' 
- í./{lnт-±77>.V} \V
 A " . л / 
we obtain from {Qn,o} < {Qn,h} and Theorem 1 that 
limsup 62(n, N(n)) = 0. 
n—*oo 
To complete the proof we have only to set 
a(n )N) = [ 8 ( l - e x p { - ( 6 1 ( n ) N ) + 62(n )iV))})]^. O 
An essential step for proving the LAN-property is the linearization of the loga­
rithm of the likelihood ratio. For this aim we linearize Xnth and introduce a suitable 
concept of L2-differentiability for the sequence An>^. 
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Definition 1. Suppose An>tf, d e 0 C Rk are r/-finite measures on (;f(
n),.4(n)) 
with An.tf < An>T?0 for every tf G 0 . Set 
> __ d A n ^ o + A n h 
^n,h — JT • 
dAn,^0 
The sequence {/in,/i, /i G Hn} = {Anj0+Anh, h G Hn} is called L2(/Vo)-differentiable 
with derivative ln if ln are An —Bk-measurable mappings into Rk with ln G I>2(/*n,o) 
and 
y (2 (\ /V^- l) - (L,Anh)Y d/i„,0 "̂ 3° 0 (3.17) 
as n —• 00 for every h e H. 
Now we are ready to formulate conditions for the LAN-property under the con-
tiguity condition which is necessary in view of Theorem 4. Furthermore we give an 
explicit expression for the central sequence. Recall that /in>a = An)#0+Anh, Qn,h — 
P\nJQ+Anh-
Theorem 5. Suppose (Jn,h ~ Qnto and {Qn>h} <3 >{Qn,o} for every h e Hn. As-
sume {fJ>nth, h e Hn} is L2(/
in,o)-differentiable with derivative ln. If the conditions 
(3.14) and (3.15) are fulfilled then Qn./i, h e Hn has the LAN-property and 
Zn(<p) = A% ln d(<p - /in,0) 
is a central sequence. 
P r o o f . Set BnjN = {\ln\nrh\ < N}. Then 
(In*)2 < (x/^-1)2 
X— 1 — \\\X < (y/x — l) 
2 
on {x :, I ln xI < IV} and f (\/\nyh — l) d/in(0 < 00 imply that the representation 
(3.7) may be applied to L*h = In J ^ . Hence with £n>/V = {|lnXn}h\ < N} 
Lnth = / (
l n V * ) d(<p - /in>0) - / (An>/l - 1 - ln An,h) d/in>0 
= / 2 ( v / A ^ - l ) d(v>-A*n,o) 
JBn.N 
+ / (lnAnj/l - 2 ( y
/ V h - l j j d(y>-/in>0) 
+ L.„ G(i + £v.)') "{V""'"'"vo) •"""" 
(lnA„ l t)
2 
JB, / f l n N 2 ( l + (lnAn,A)
2) 
= Ti>n + . . . + T4jfl. 
d/in,o 
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We obtain from (3.1) and the inequality (a + b)2 < 2(a2 + 62) 
Eq.,0((Zn,h)-Tlin)
2 
< 2 J (2 (x/VT- l) - (^/„,/i))2 d/i„,0 (3.18) 
+ / 8(v/v7-l) d/i„,0 
j{|lnAn,„|>iV}
 V ' 
< 2 J (2 (y/m; - l) - (^/„, h)) 2 d/i„,0 + 16(6i(n, N) + b2(n, N))(3.19) 
with 6,(n, N) from the proof of Lemma 1. Set for t > 0 
Ы0 = вup | l n x - 2 ( ^ - l ) | 2 І + ( 1 " f 
{ - : | l n ~ | < ť } ' (ІПX) 2 
and Sз(t) = sup 
{~:|ln~|<ť} 
(lnx) 2 
l + ( lnx) 2 
— (x — 1 — lnx) 
1 + (1ПÆ)2 
(lnx)2 
ť — 0 and note that 6i(t) — • 0. To estimate T2>n we apply (3.1) and obtain 
W . . . . TT^T^O-
(3.20) 
!{|lnAn,„|>г} l + (lnЛ„ ) Л)
2 
Furthermore 
(3.21) ' ^ * 6^lTTjt^d^ 
, x ^ n l QnA„ ) h)
2
 J 
+fc(N) / T X 7 i T i ^ 2 d l J " . 0 -
1{|inAn,n|>£} l + (lnAn)/ l)
2 
By assumption (3.14) we find a sequence en —> 0 such that 
/ i ! nnT)2)2 d"-0 " ^ °- (322> 
j{|lnAn,„|>En} l + (lnA„ifc)-




{|lnAn,„|>Sn} l + (lnA„,/,)
2 d/i„,o ^
5 0, г' = 1,2. (3.23) 
We have T^^ .Ill#,l|2 by assumptions (3.15) and (3.22). The inequalities (3.18), 
(3.20) and (3.21) show that 
r\ 
l i m s u p E g ^ f ^ . ^ - L y + ^ll/zll2) 
n—>oo \ L J 
< limsup j ( ( 2 v t % . 7 - l ) - ( ^ n l n , ! . ) ) d/.n>0 
+ limsup 16(6i(n, N(n)) + 62(n, N(n))). 
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The second term vanishes by the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 1. The 
first term on the right hand side is zero by the L2(/^n,o)-differentiability. Thus we 
arrive at 
fen EQn,0 [(Zn,h) - L™ + \\\h\\^
2 = 0 
which implies 
< ( n ) ^ - = exp j (z n , h) - ±\\h\\
2 + Rn(h)\ (3.24) 
dQ„ 
where Rn(h) —• 0 Q„o-stochastically. We obtain from Lemma 1 that 
dQn,h r / 7 . . 1 
_ = « p | < Z B > A > - -
= exp (Zn,h) - -\\h\\* + Rn(h) } (3.25) 
with some Rn which converges Qn^-stochastically to zero. From Theorem 4 we 
already know that 
£ ( h ^ W " - ) *"(" . ' 
for every h £ JRk • Hence by the Cramer-Wold technique 
C(Zn\Qn,0) =» N(0,7) 
which completes the proof. • 
We derived the asymptotic normality of Zn from the asymptotic normality of 
Lnth. To do this one has to verify the Lindeberg condition (3.14), (3.15) for every 
fixed h. As Xnth depends on h nonlinearly, in general, these conditions are not easy 
to handle. Therefore we now directly impose conditions on ln to guarantee the 
asymptotic normality of Zn. 
Consider ln as column vector and introduce the matrix E n by 
Zn= Undfint0. 
Note that the covariance matrix CZn of Zn from Theorem 5 is given by A^HnAn. 
As the distribution of Zn is aimed to converge to 1V(0,1) it is natural to require that 
CZn = I. If det(E„) ^ 0 the condition CZn = / can be fulfilled with An = En *. 




Furthermore, if finth is L2(/^n,o) differentiable we obtain 
nlim J 4 (^/VT - l)
 2 d/in>o = \\h\\
2 (3.26) 
and 
' ' d//n,0 = 0. (3.27) пНт У 4 (уДп^- I )
2 - (А11п,Ну 
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Theorem 6. Suppose QHth ~ Qn,o and {Qnth} < >{Qnto} for every h G Rk-
Assume {/in.h, h G Hn} is L2(fi>nto) differentiable with derivative ln and det(En) ^ 0 
_ i 
for every n and An = E n
 2 . If 
^n(v) = E ^ * y / f l d ( ^ - ^ n l o ) 
then {Qn,h} has the LAN-property with central sequence Zn iff 
lim / x ||£n*/„||
2d/i.,,o = 0 (3.28) 
for every e > 0. 
P r o o f . The proof is splitted into several steps. 
1. We have from (3.2) 
EQ „,oexp {i (Z„,h)} = e x p < / / í e \ "' / - 1 - i ( E „ 2 / n , h ) j d/i„,0 
= exp | / (e*'<*'k> - 1 - i (x, /.)) «n(d*) 
Consequently, Zn is an infinitely divisible random vector with EQn0Zn = 0, Czn = L 
The criteria for the weak convergence of the distribution of such vectors to a standard 
normal distribution yield that 





for every e > 0. But (3.29) is the same as (3.28), which gives the necessity of (3.28). 
2. To prove the sufficiency we use a similar splitting of L„ h as in the proof of 
Theorem 5. Set 
L»h = I 2 ^ / ^ - 1 ) d (p - / i „ , o ) 
JBn,N
 x ' 
+ f ( l n A n , f c - 2 ( > / A T . 7 - l ) ) d(y-A-n,o) 
JBn%N 
+ J ( 2 ( > / A n 7 - l ) - ( A n , f c - l - l n A „ , h ) ) d/.n,o 
- / 2 ( v / A n 7 - l )
2 d A / n , o 
— Sl,n + • • • + «S,4,n. 
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To proceed as in the proof of Theorem 5 we put 
A2(e) = sup | l n x - 2 ( V " - l ) |
2 ( v / " - l ) " 2 
{-:,|2(v---i)|<«} 
and A3(e) = sup 
{x:,|2(v~-l)|<e} 
2 ( v ~ - l ) 2 - ( a r - l - l n x ) ( v ~ - l ) , - 2 
and note that A.(e) —• 0 as e —+ 0. Furthermore for every x with | lnx| < At 
|ln x - 2 ( v ~ - 1) | < A2(e
N) (y/~ - if 
and 2 ( v ~ - l ) 2 - ( x - l - l n x ) <A3(e
N)(y/~-\f . 
By the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 5 we get for i = 2,3 
£<?n,0S2
2,n < A 2 ( e ) y ( v
/ ^ ~ " - l ) 2 d / i „ , o (3.30) 
^'Ĺ 
i 21 
+ Д 2 ( e
J V ) - / ( \ Д n 7 - l ) 2 d / í n , o 
ҶІ2(v/ _ _ --1)l> E}n в».w 
and 
5 | > n < A3(є) / ( v
/ V ~ - l ) 2 d / i n , o 
+д 
1ÍI 
(x/An./i - l j d/in,0-
' {\2(y/K^-i)\>£}nBntN 
To estimate the second term on the right hand side we set 
1pltn = 2 (x/A^/i - l j lBn,N, V>2,n = (En -/n,/»)-
f.0n.A-
and note that by the definition of £n,/V 
An,h < e
N 
on jBn,jv and consequently iV'i.nl < e
N. Hence for every e > 0 
/ V2,n d/in,o < e",yBio ({|V-i,n - ifo,n\ > ^ } ) 
•/{|*i.--iK-l>*} VL 2)/ 
4eIv г 
< —-г- / 1̂ 1,-1 - V^n.,2 d/i„,0. 
Furthermore, 
/ V-l,., d/in,0 < / V-l.n d/in,0 + / Í>\,n d/in,0 
•t{|«i.-l>0 •'{iV-a.n^f} «/{l*i.--*-.-.|>f} 
< 2 / |V>l,n - V,2,n|2d/i„lo + 2 / VÍnd/in.0 
•! •'{llfc.-|>f} 
4eiV y 
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Hence 
/ V-?,„ d/.n>o < fa + ^ r ) /" l^i .n-^2,„ |
2d/i„ ,o (3.31) 
J{\rl>i.n\>c) V £ / j 




/ {Њ,»l>f} < Sn «n '{ S л 2 J ł i lľ>|l> »}• 
(3.32) 
The inequalities (3.31), (3.32) and the assumptions (3.17), (3.28) imply that for 
every e > 0, IV > 0 
/„ (\/An,/i - l ) d/inj0 n-^? 0. '{^(^/.vr-ij^c}!^^,.,^ 
Consequently there are IV(n) —+ 00 and en —• 0 as n —* 00 such that for i = 2, 3 
.,(«»<•))/ 
{|2(ҳ/An,„-l)|>£„}nß„ lЛГ 
(\/Ã^ - l ) 2 dAi.,,0 "---? 0. (3.33) 
0 
Note that l i m s u p ^ ^ / (\An,h — l) d/in>0 < 00 as {<2n,/i} < {Qn,o}- Hence (3.30) 
and (3.33) imply EQn0S2n
 n- : =^ 0. Similarly, I?Qn>0S3,n
 n-----5? 0. The statements 
v2 n—•00 
EQn0 (5i,n - (-^n,^)) — • 0 and S4 | n — • — | | | / i | | may be established as in the 
proof of Theorem 5. Consequently, 
L»th = (Zn,h)-\\\htf + Rn{h) 
where Rn(h) —* 0 Qn)0-stochastically. To complete the proof it remains to apply the 
same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 5. • 
Remark 3. Necessary and sufficient conditions for {Qnth} < f>{Qnto} are given 
in (2.24), in Theorem 1. But sometimes it is more convenient to use the sufficient 
conditions fromulated in Corollary 1. To be more precise let Qnth ~ Qnto for every 
n,he Hn- Note that 
Mr'n.hj/in .o) = / (An.& In An,fc - A„|fc + 1) d|in.O 
and Ii(/in,o, /in,A) = ^(/in./i, /in,o) = / (An,h - 1 - In Xnth) d/in>0. 
Hence 
Io(l*nth,ltnto) + h(tJlrith,l*nto) = / (An,/i - 1) In An,h d/in)0. 
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Consequently, by the Corollary of Theorem 1, 
limsup / (\nih - 1) In An>/l d/in | 0 < oo 
n—>oo J 
implies {Qnth} < >{Qnto}-
Now we study a situation in which the assumption of Theorem 6 are fulfilled. 
Suppose A,?, i ) 6 0 C M\ is a family of equivalent d-finite measures with 
JitAtf.AtfJ < o o (3.34) 




Suppose \# is Z/2(At?0) differentiable in the sense that there is some I* £ Iy2(Atf0) 
such that 
f (2 ( V A 7 - l ) - /»o0> - ^o))2 dA„0 = o (|«? - tf0|
2) • (3.35) 
Suppose we observe i.i.d. Poisson point processes $ i , . . . , $ n with common distri-
dP n 
bution P A d . We see from (2.34) that the distribution of In -^£*- w. r. t. P? is identi-Ao 
cal with the distribution of In ,p
nA* w.r . t . P n A o . Consequently { ( IV ^ 1 . ) " } 
Q r n A 0 *•
 v *o+"y^'» 
has the LAN property iff {P / \ } has the LAN-property. To establish 
the LAN-property for Pn\ . we apply Theorem 6. First of all we note that 
^0+ /— ^ 
^„ i / t = n (A.,0+_i_A) , A„ih = A r fo+^. fc. Set /„ = /,?„. Then 
y (2 ( v ^ - 1 ) - </n.^,i>)2 d .̂«> (336) 
Hence (3.17) is fulfilled. Suppose J(t°0) = //30<-A0 > °"
 T h e n S " = n / ^ o ) > ° 
and 
^P-* '»>«} " 7 (l?0) 1{/(*oVSI'*ol>'} 
0. 
Hence (3.28) is fulfilled. Now we prove the contiguity {Qn,h} < >{Qn,o}- The 
relation (3.36) implies 
limsup / (2 ( v t f ^ f c - l ) ) 2 d / i n > 0 < o o . (3.37) 
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For every e > 0 we get from (3.36) 
l imsup / (2 (y/X^h- l j ) d/i n j 0 < l imsup / /i
2/] dA^0. 
» - ~ J{\*n,H-l\>e} V V y / n - o o J{|An,n-l|>C} 
Relation (3.37) yields 
A * o ( { | A f l | f c - l | > c } )
f ! z l 5 , 0 . 
Hence by the Lebesgue Theorem 
l i m s u p / ( - " ( V V f t - O ) <K,o = 0. 
l imsupl imsup / ( \ A V h - 1 ) ^ n . o = 0 
N—oo n-.oo ./U..itf>.V» v ' 
Hence 
and 
l imsup l imsup / 
N-*oo n—>oo J{--—1—>I 
ҶAn.дг>/V} 
2 
- 1 ) dji„łh = 0. 
The contiguity {Qnth} <>{Qn,o} now follows from Theorem 1. Summarizing the 
results we get the following Proposition. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 5. Assume the family \# is Z/2-differentiable at tfo in the sense of 
(3.35), the measures A,?, d G 0 are equivalent and (3.34) is fulfilled. If 7(i?o) = 
//J o dA^ 0 > 0 then (PA^ I H ) has the LAN-property. 
(Received April 16, 1997.), 
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